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The Hill Country around Austin in southwest Texas must be blessed with fertile soil – you’d be hard-
pressed to find an area that has given birth to more potent roots music in recent years. Lincoln 
Durham is Austin’s newest attraction, dressed in that primal, raw blues, fresh and youthful like it 
hasn’t been heard in a good long while. At least not in this quality, at least not with this irresistible, 
tremendous power.  "If you dig Son House and Townes Van Zandt ... Lincoln Durham is your man. 
Don't come no cooler" – so says Ray Wylie Hubbard, the great Texan blues bard. If anyone is qualified 
to make this assessment, it’s Hubbard. After all, he produced Durham’s debut album The Shovel Vs. 
The Howling Bones. 
 
Durham hails from central Texas. Born in Whitney, raised in Itasca along Interstate 35, he started 
playing violin at age 4, took part in fiddle compositions as far away as Arkansas and Oklahoma at age 8 
and won the die Texas State Youth Fiddle Championship at age 10. Like many others he switched to 
electric guitar in high school and tried to emulate his heroes Jimi Hendrix and Stevie Ray Vaughan. It 
didn’t take long before he discovered his interest in songwriting and his affection for old instruments 
like his beloved Gibson J-45. His prolific slide playing and his deep growl of a voice made him soon 
sound three times older than he really was. This particular sound got the attention of the 
musician/producer team of Ray Wylie Hubbard and George Reiff. Both had collaborated on the Band 
Of Heathens and Gourds-side project Shinyribs in 2008/09 as well as Hubbard’s album A. 
Enlightenment B. Endarkenment. Being very impressed with Lincoln Durham (“he’s the real deal”), 
they persuaded him to move to Austin. After recording a 4-track EP with him, they offered to produce 
his first full-length album. 
 
The Shovel Vs. The Howling Bones  is the brilliant result of sessions at engineer George Reiff’s 
studio. With his wealth of experience as bassist for Jon Dee Graham, Michael Fracasso, Ian Moore, 
Michael Hall, Charlie Sexton, Bruce Robison, Joe "King" Carrasco and many more, Reiff certainly 
knows how a roots rock record made in Austin is supposed to sound. Durham is front and center with 
his songs, vocals and (slide) guitars; the sound is simple and au natural. Sometimes Durham also 
contributes fiddle and blues harp. The four EP tracks 'Living This Hard', 'Georgia Lee', 'How Does The 
Crow Fly' and 'Reckoning Lament' remained at their core unchanged. Drummer Rick Richards (Gurf 
Morlix, Slaid Cleaves, Mary Gauthier) added a dry, powerful rhythm, the whole shebang was remixed 
and turned into a blues’n’slide show of the highest order – not far removed from the sound that turned 
Seasick Steve into a phenomenon over here in Europe. And also not unrelated to the more 
conventional recordings of Jack White who cultivated the rudimentary guitar & drums format for a 
wider audience.   
 
The seven newer tracks were also built around the guitar/vocal/percussion template but embellished 
with some extra contributions. Hubbard and Reiff pick up their guitars, as does Antone’s house  band 
guitarist Derek O’Brien. Jeff Plankenhorn – new member of the Resentments – plays mandolin, Bukka 
Allen contributes piano and on Trucker’s Love Song – with Clementine one of the album’s few ballads 
– accordion. Texan singer-songwriter Idgy Vaughn’s voice is a beautiful counterpoint to Durham’s 
rasp.  
 
In the center of proceedings remains Lincoln Durham with his passionate deliverance and power of 
persuasion. All of his lyrics tread dark pathways between self-destruction, death and the end of the 
world. Before his dreams may come true, he destroys them himself: "I am both, the shovel and the 
howling bones. Burying while at the same time howling and contesting my own burial. It is my 
existence". This message – delivered in a sound that seems to come from the Mississippi Delta or the 
Louisiana swamps rather than the Hill Country – is sung by Durham with a mighty, deep and raw 
voice somewhere between Ray Lamontagne and Howlin’ Wolf. The listener may also draw 
comparisons with James McMurtry, Chris Whitley, Ryan Bingham, Drew Landry, the Black Keys, Leon 
Redbone and his mentor Ray Wylie Hubbard.  
 

There’s no question: The Shovel Vs. The Howling Bones is a powerful debut that’ll win over blues 
fans and lovers of Texas songwriting at the same time. 
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